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FADE IN:

INT. ZEUS'S DOJO - NIGHT 

[A girl with green dyed hair walks in front of Damien
wearing pink female ninja clothes. She looks like she's

around 17 years old age and about 5'2 in height.]
ZEUS

(Looks at the girl)
Good day Jasmine. I take it you are the

"Great Divas".

JASMINE
(Smiling)

Yes we are, and just for knowing that we
have to take you over like we did these

two.
[Two men run towards Zeus and hits him with a shoulder

tackle. Zeus backs away from the two looking at them. They
look as if on steroids and their eyes look like they're

missing.]
DAMIAN

You see Zeus; we were taught a special
ability. The ability to possess others and

use them as we see fit.



JASMINE
Now we.... may spare you IF you tell us

where the Guardian Forces are.

ZEUS
No, you'll kill them.

JASMINE
Well no duh. 

[Looks at the possessed guys.]

Kill him and kill him now. Now please.
[Zeus throws up his hand and electricity flows out of him.]

DAMIAN
WOAH! Zeus these are Earth's people.

Wouldn't it be wrong to kill your own men?

JASMINE
Yes BUT what if killing them is actually
the cure. Even though I MAY be wrong,

you'll never know.
[The guys start punching at a confused Zeus. Zeus tries to

keep up a good defense without hurting them.]
ZEUS

Damien you stop all this at once!

DAMIAN
I could, or I can get more people to
possess so they can kill you quicker.

JASMINE
(Watches Zeus get hit a few times)

Yeah and don't pull that stupid "I'm a god
stuff". Gods are immortal but they can

still die.
[Zeus grabs one and throws him against the wall. He's out



cold as he falls to the floor.]
DAMIAN

Damn this sucks, oh well guess we need
more. Take care of this Jas.

JASMINE
You got it.

[Watches Damien leave]

Hey baby can you please speed it up?

[The guy starts sending a barrage of
punches and kicks to Zeus's ribs.]

BRAVO!
[A cop sneaks up onto Jasmine and points a gun at the back

of her head]
COP

FREEZE! You have the right to remain
silent!

JASMINE
No thanks.

[Jasmine whips out a Bo and hits the cop in the stomach
with it. The cop goes for his club and swings but Jasmine
jams him by grabbing the inside of his arm using her whole

arm.]
JASMINE

(Pulls the cop's hair back)
Sorry I don't kiss a guy when I first meet
him but I'll give you something special.

[Jasmine opens her mouth and a ghost-like thing comes out.
The cop screams in fear as the ghost enters his mouth. The
cop passes out soon after. Zeus tosses the second guy; head

first, into a window.]
JASMINE

I'm a sucker for a guy in uniform.
[Jasmine turns around and Zeus grabs her by the throat and

presses her against the wall.]



ZEUS
Try to kill me huh? Did you honestly think

you could manage?

JASMINE
I...

ZEUS
You betrayed those of Mount Olympus for

Bain 400 years ago. Just for eternal life.

JASMINE
Immortality isn't a crime.

ZEUS
You’re the reason we're on Earth now

instead of Mount Olympus.
[The cop gets up behind Zeus and looks like the two guys
from earlier. The cop shoots Zeus twice in the leg. Zeus
falls onto one knee and the cop hits him in the head with

the gun's handle. Zeus lies unconscious.]
JASMINE

(Rubs her throat)
Lets go. We sent him a fair warning.

Besides, we may need him.
[The cop passes out as Jasmine looks down at Zeus.]

JASMINE (SMILES)
Do you know the worst type of assassin
Zeus? An assassin who doesn't even know
he's an assassin. I know you can hear me
so I'll make this clear, the more we

possess the easier it will be to kill your
girls. I'll spare your life for now so

you'll think about that.
[Jasmine walks away smiling. About an hour later, Zeus

wakes up.]
ZEUS



(Struggles to the wall and leans against
it)

They're playing "the numbers game". This
may be trouble.

COP
(Gets up looking around)
Hey what happened here?

ZEUS
(Looking at the two guys noticing everyone

looks normal)
There was a break in. They got away.

[Screen fades as the three helps Zeus up.]

INT. ALEX'S REBIRTH - NIGHT 

[Alex is reading David's books as David is arranging things
in the same room.]

ALEX
Hey gramps how is it we can shoot

these...ball things?

DAVID
The energy balls?

ALEX
Yeah, I just don't get it.

DAVID



Our powers are due to a chemical reaction
after our bodies being introduced with an
enzyme from a rare plant that we grow

here. The enzyme that caused the reaction
enhances the cells' nucleus generating
energy in every cell. This energy has no

name because we found it so natural to us.
We eventually learned to use that energy

through acts of concentration. That is why
you can fire energy. But if your not

properly trained it can truly take a piece
of your momentum, and tire you right out.
We've perfected this for sometime now.

ALEX
So how come I haven't seen you do any of

this stuff?

DAVID
I don't need to start a panic. Energy

balls are for emergencies only. That's why
you were taught the martial arts as well.

ALEX
Yeah, hey what about the gliding?

[David looks as if he tripped and instead flies backward
into an inverted back flip.]

DAVID
That also takes practice to get perfected.

The enzyme causes the ability after it
affects the skin cells, creating a "shell"
which makes the body more aerodynamic. It
can't be seen, however if you touch a
normal person's hand and then your own
you'll realize yours feels somewhat

different.

ALEX
Doesn't feel different and I've felt

plenty other people.



DAVID
(Thinks about it and looks at Alex)

...Alex do you still have that scar you
received when you were eight?

[Alex puts down the book and takes off his shirt. There is
a small scar on the mid-back area.]

ALEX
I think so.

DAVID
Alex...we lied, that isn’t a scar.

ALEX
What? Then what is it then?

DAVID
For the chemical to take effect, there
needs to be a thorn from the plant I
mentioned inside the human body for at
least five years. When I remove it you
will feel the energy mentioned earlier

flow through your whole body.

ALEX
(Thinks for a little while)

Do it then.

DAVID
All right then.

[David removes the thorn like a splinter is removed.
Afterwards, there is a huge light gradually getting

brighter and brighter coming from Alex's body. Soon the
entire temple is filled with light.]

ALEX
(Light slowly dies down)
Whoa...that was weird.



DAVID
Glad to be here for the rebirth.

ALEX
Yeah it does feel like one doesn't it?

DAVID
Yes...want to do some training now?

ALEX
Yeah...hell yeah.

DAVID
(Smiles)

Good

INT. AT SCHOOL - DAY 

[Rita, Javel, Mina, Sara, and Mary are in Chemistry class
doing the lab from last episode. Rita and Mina is just
watching Javel do the work, Mary is doing the same with

Sara.]
JAVEL

Hey Sara looks like I'm doing better than
you are.

SARA
Please tell me your not rushing trough

this.

JAVEL
Why?

[Javel's experiment blows up and everyone at the table
backs away. An acidic chemical covers the entire table

burning everything. All the students laugh at Javel. Sara
picks up her books before they burn.]



TEACHER
(Angrily)

JAVELYN PROTO!!!

SARA
Just great.

JAVEL
Sir, I am so sorry I put the wrong stuff
in. Good thing I wore the goggles and

gloves huh?

TEACHER
YOU THINK NEXT TIME!! NOW GO TO THE

PRINCIPAL AS I GET SOMEONE TO CLEAN THIS
UP!!

[Javel nods and leaves the classroom after taking off the
safety equipment.]

SARA
Excuse me sir. Where do we finish our lab?

[The teacher points Sara and the other to another table.
Sara starts all over again. Mina and Rita open their books

trying to figure this stuff out.]
SARA

Hey girls...this may sound kind of funny
but did you have any weird dreams?

MINA
Sara, Freddy Krueger isn't real okay?

[Rita and Mary laugh as Sara looks at Mina seriously.]
SARA

Seriously, I had this really weird one
last night.

MARY
Was I in it?



SARA
All of you, and some girl we don't know.

RITA
Okay Sara? If you're coming out of the

closet I don't need to know this.
Especially if it involves a female

stranger and four girls.

MARY
EWW!

MINA
OH JESUS!

SARA
Rita I don't know you well but I'm not
like that and also realize I have a

chemical here that will turn you into the
Elephant Man's daughter.

RITA
Actually at the temperature your using on

that bun sin burner you won't have
anything relatively close to that potency.

MARY
(Smiling)

NERD FIGHT!
[Sara and Rita look at Mary who just backs away. Mina is

silent.]
MARY

So what were you saying?

SARA



What I was saying is...I had a weird dream
that we were in this big white cube shaped

room.

RITA
Was a guy there? Tan skin, answers to

Zeus?

SARA
Yeah there was.

RITA
I had the same dream I think. Did he talk

for a while?

SARA
Yeah some stuff about Mount Olympus.

MARY
Oh wow me too.

MINA
Same here, maybe we should see this Zeus

guy.

RITA
Where do we find him?

MARY
He's the couch of the fencing team here.

Practice is tomorrow.

MINA
Mary? I'm not going to wait a whole day
just to meet some old man named Zeus.



[Lita, who is behind her at another table, turns around and
looks at Mina.]

LITA
Excuse me? Are you talking about the same
Zeus who taught me how to kill people with

very little time? The man who does the
self-defense classes.

MINA
Oh...yeah...forgot about that.

LITA
Name's Lita. I overheard you all talking
and I had that same dream, Zeus is my
instructor as well as your boyfriend's

Mary. He talks about you so much it makes
me sick. Honestly, I'm shocked you didn't
think of those classes as a way to see

him. But hey you ARE blonde.

[Bell rings]

Oh look the bell. Bye.
[Lita leaves the classroom as the other girls pick up their

stuff.]

INT. THE SCHOOL PARKING LOT - DAY 

[Mary, Rita, Sara, and Mina walk to Mary and Sara's car.]
MARY

What a bitch.

MINA
Nothing pisses me off more than a blonde

joke.

SARA
And did you see how stuck up she was to

us? That was too mean and she doesn't even
know us.



[Sara and Mary get their bags in the back seat.]
MARY

Need a ride Rita?

RITA
No I have my own car.

[Rita points to a red convertible in the distance.]
MINA

Whoa! That such a nice car!

RITA
I know my dad gave it to me as a birthday
present. Talk about sweet sixteen huh?

SARA
(Smiles as she gets in her car)

Now you sound like Javel.

RITA
What's up with him anyway?

SARA
He's always been like that, ever since

I've known him.

MINA
Same here, but he seems to always be on

Sara's nerves.

MARY
(Gets in the car)

That's 'cause Sara gets the As and nobody
else can compete but him.



MINA
Yeah but he just loves to compete...plus

he's always out casting himself from other
guys.

[Javel parks his car next to Mary's. It's the same as her's
but dark green and a different year.]

JAVEL
Hey girl's sorry to inform you but I'm

suspended for a week.

RITA
For a mistake?

JAVEL
Yes..........and the smoke bombs in my

bag. Miss you.
[Javel drives away with Rita looking at him strange.]

MINA
See what we mean?

RITA
Sadly. Well hey I'll give you my number in

case you want to talk.

MARY
Cool. Sure.

[Rita writes her number for each of the girls.]
MARY

I'll call all of you so we can meet this
guy.

[They all agree and they leave in their cars.]

INT. JAVEL AND ALEX MEET - DAY 

[Javel is driving down the street looking somewhat unhappy.]
JAVEL (IN MISERY)



(Pounds on the steering wheel)
I can't believe him...I can't believe
THEM. I think I'm worthless. That I'm a

loser. That I'm....

[Javel sees he's about to hit someone]

AH!!!!!
[Javel turns the wheel and just misses the guy. The guy was
Alex, testing out his newfound powers. Javel goes off road

down a hill that leads to the cliff.]
ALEX
Crap!

JAVEL
OH CRAP!! I'M GOING TO DIE!!!

[Alex teleports in front of the car and launches the car
back onto the road using an energy ball. the car is in mid

air.]
ALEX

Damn it!

JAVEL (CRYING)
I'M GOING TO DIE A VIRGIN!

[The car lands on it's top. Javel is unconscious but alive.
Cars start to pull over and the people inside run to check

on him. So does Alex.]
DRIVERS

(Over and over)
What happened? Hey you! Did you see

anything?

ALEX
(Runs to the drivers)

Oh man yeah he was about to hit a deer or
something and drove off the road but
instead he hit a tree and just...that
happened there. Can't explain it any

clearer.



[A cop who is the same cop from before walks to Alex.]
COP

All right looks like your scenario is
legit. Can I get your number? Just in

case.

ALEX
Sure officer and I can take that guy there
to my grandfather's house. He's a doctor.

A real good one too.

COP
(Takes Alex's number)

All right just let me get some I.D. on
this guy.

[The cop takes Javel's wallet.]

JAVEL
(In a muffled voice)

Hey...

COP
(Looks for I.D.)

Okay, Mr....Javel Proto. You seem to be
okay; you were in a car accident. This guy

is taking you to a doctor.

ALEX
Hi Javel.

JAVEL
(Looks in pain and seems tired)

Hey...
[Alex runs to David's car parked off road next to some

trees. He parks next to Javel and gets out. He helps Javel
in and gets his seat belt on and tosses Javel's schoolbag



in there. Alex drives away.]
ALEX

You all right man?

JAVEL
(Looks completely out of it)

Yeah

ALEX
Don't worry we'll take good care of you.

[Alex parks at David’s temple and gets Javel out. He helps
Javel inside.]

DAVID
Alex? What happened? Who’s this?

ALEX
I was testing my powers like you said to
and when I glided I went to far up and

landed in the middle of the road. This guy
here got in an accident.

DAVID
All right you idiot get him on the bench
in the backyard. I'll take care of him,
and no more practice for today. I knew I

should have accompanied you.

ALEX
(Walks outside)

I'm sorry okay? It was my first time.

DAVID
He may have died.

ALEX
(Lies him on a bench outside)



But he didn't.

DAVID
Just get out of here as I do my work.

[Alex leaves as David goes to Javel. David takes an incense
stick and lights it. He seems in deep thought as he inhales

the smoke. David exhales the smoke in Javel's face.]
DAVID

Do not fear the energy leaving my body has
come to heal your wounds. It has come to
you through this incense. Please breathe

in its medicine as it heals you.
[Javel seems to be in less pain and more relaxed as he
breathes in the smoke. An hour later Javel wakes up in a

bed. Everything seems empty, and walls are bare. Javel gets
up.]
JAVEL

(Looking around)
What happened? Hello?

DAVID
(Walking to Javel)

You were in a car accident. My grandson
helped you out. I'm David.

JAVEL
Javel. Thank you for helping me.

ALEX
(Looks at Javel from another room)

It was nothing.

DAVID
Yes, nothing at all. Do you recall what

happened?



JAVEL
I was mad as I left school. You see people
find me to be this outcast, long story.

But the rest is a blank.

DAVID
Oh well as long as you’re all right.

ALEX
Yeah it would have been a shame if I

didn't find you. Name's Alex.

JAVEL
Javel.

DAVID
So what you were saying was your life

is...bad?

JAVEL
You could say that.

DAVID
(Gives him a piece of paper with an

address on it)
Come here tomorrow I may be able to help.

JAVEL
(Looks at David strangely)

Okay. Well thanks for the hospitality.

DAVID
(Watches as Javel leaves)



And good health to the future Javel.

[He tosses Javel the school bag that Alex
got as he took Javel away.]

[Javel leaves the Temple and walks home.]

INT. AT MARY'S HOUSE - NIGHT 

[Mary is talking to Darren, her boyfriend, on the phone.
She's on her bed. Her bedroom is painted pink, the carpet

is tan and the bed is white. There are lots of decorations,
pictures, ECT...]

MARY
Okay, see you then. I'll bring some

friends to watch. Uh huh. Okay I love you
too. Bye.

[Mary hangs up the phone and calls up Sara who’s studying
at her desk.]

SARA
(Answers)
Hello?

MARY
Hey I talked to Darren. The class is at 7

P.M. we have an hour.

SARA
Okay I'll tell Mina, bye.

MARY
Thanks, bye.

[Hangs up.]
[Sara calls Mina and says pretty much the same thing. Mary
calls Rita and says the same thing as well. Mary and Sara

arrive at Zeus's Dojo at 6:30.]

INT. CLASS STARTING - NIGHT 



[Sara and Mary park their car waiting for the others. There
seems to be many other cars already there.]

SARA
Talk about being head of the class.

MARY
Shut up Sara. It's much better this way.

SARA
Yeah, but we could have also had time to
do your homework too. Not to mention-

MARY
Meeting this guy was your idea.

SARA
It was Mina's and you know it.

[Ten minutes later, Rita parks her car next to Mary and
Sara's. Mina is with her.]

MINA
(Looking at Mary)

Wow I thought we'd be hearing before you
two easily.

SARA
Nope Mary decided it'd be a good idea to

come a half-hour before it opens.

MARY
Well these cars are here.

RITA
You mean the empty ones that are in the

dance school next door?



SARA
(Looks mad)

You're kidding me. MARY!

MINA
Sara did you hear about Javel in the news?

SARA
(Suddenly calms down)
He was in the news?

RITA
Yeah he got in a car accident. He's fine
though this guy came and took him to a

doctor. It wasn't that bad.

MINA
Wasn't that bad? The top of his car

practically caved in!

MARY
Really?

SARA
That's horrible!

RITA
Yeah but he's okay so...oh well.

MARY
(Sees Darren and leaves the car)

DARREN!

DARREN



(Kisses Mary)
Hey how are you?

MARY
Great.

RITA
Who's he?

MINA
Darren, Mary's boyfriend. He told her when

the class was mainly to show off.

SARA
I have so much better stuff to do then
watch a bunch of barbarians show off in

hopes that they can date us.

LITA
(Come up from behind Sara and grabs her)

REALLY!

[Sara screams and sees it's Lita]

Glad to see you made it. It's mostly
sparing today.

MINA
Sparing?

LITA
Practice fighting dumbass.

RITA
Please Lita, just go away and crawl into

the ditch your mom raised you in.



[Lita looks at Rita mad as is Rita and Sara at Lita as Lita
leaves into the Dojo.]

MINA
Hey they must have unlocked the doors

while we were talking.

[They all leave the car and lock the
doors]

COME ON MARY!

MARY
(Is talking with Darren)
Go without me I'm busy.

[Mina, Rita, and Sara enter the Dojo and look around. Zeus
is sitting down with a crutch against the wall.]

MINA
Umm...excuse me?

ZEUS
(Not looking at them as he writes

something out)
Are you here to sign up or watch?

RITA
Were here to watch, okay Zeus?

ZEUS
(Looks at them)

All right.

[Zeus all a sudden looks back at the three
girls.]

Oh...hi there.

MINA
Hi.



ZEUS
There are seats right there just don't

interfere physically. Talk as you wish but
don't disrupt the class.

SARA
Okay.

[The three girls take a seat.]

ZEUS
(To himself)
They're here.

INT. THE FIGHTING BEGINS - NIGHT 

[Everyone is either seated or in class. Zeus stands up via
a crutch for his now injured leg at the hands of the

possessed cop.]
ZEUS

Students...in one month, I will choose
five of you to compete in a special

fighting tournament. This contest is full
contact, and injuries are very possible.
That is why I've been harder on you and

asking you spar more often.

SARA
I have a weird feeling.

MINA
What's up with you and "weird feelings"

lately?

RITA
I kind of have one too.



[Outside two cars park. One looks like David's. The other
is more of a van but can't be seen well since its night.]

ZEUS
Lita will be first. Also-

DAVID
(Walks inside with Alex who's in the same

Monk's robe as David)
No. Sorry to interrupt your class Zeus.

ZEUS
(Looking down)

What do you want?

DAVID
Well as you said there is a tournament
coming up...how about introducing one of

your students to fight mine.
[David points to Alex who looks at Zeus.]

ZEUS
Fine, same rules as in the tournament?

DAVID
How about a time limit? Full contact.

ZEUS
Deal. Lita, come here and spar.

LITA
(Walks to the center looking excited)

Yes, full contact.

ZEUS
Who is this student of yours? I didn't

know you taught.



DAVID
Well I told you about him yesterday I

believe.
[Alex removes the Monk's robe; he's wearing the same purple

ninja wear as Alex in "Prologue".]
ZEUS

(Watches as Alex gets in the center and
they both enter a ready stance)

Alex...SPAR!!
[People in the chairs cheer as Alex throws numerous knife
hand blows. Lita blocks them but seems to be taken off-

guard by Alex's speed. Lita counters with a kick Alex slaps
down and comes up the blocking hand for a face rake that
gets only hair followed by an uppercut that almost catches
her in the chin. Lita quickly backs away but Alex charges

after her.]
RITA

YEAH! Kick Lita's bitchy butt.

SARA
Rita!

RITA
C'mon she was so mean to us a little while

ago.
[Alex gets into a crane stance (Standing sideways with left

arm guarding the ribs, right arm guarding around the
forehead, and one leg up) and comes down into a deep

stance. Lita goes for a kick but Alex re-enters a Crane
Stance.]

ZEUS
David, is that Kung Fu or Karate?

DAVID
(Smiles)

Oh his father and I taught him everything
we know so hey who DOES know?



ZEUS
(Looks at Alex)

Damn.
[Alex hops into a ready stance as Lita goes for a jump

kick. Lita catches Alex in the cheek making up back away.
Alex charges at Lita with numerous knife hand chops. Lita
goes for a high kick, but Alex catches it and twists the
ankle making her turn her back. Alex Pulls the foot up

making her fall flat on her stomach. Alex places his foot
on her kidney area and pulls her foot he's holding up

making a backbreaking submission hold.]
LITA

(Screams as she taps out)
AHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!

[Zeus breaks them up. David gets in front of Alex looking
at Zeus with a smile across his face.]

DAVID
(Laughing)

What's the phrase I'm looking for?
Um..."The apple doesn't fall far from the

tree"?

ZEUS
(Looks at David angrily as Alex picks up

his monk's robe)
I hope you’re happy.

DAVID
Well if you didn't see the smile on my

face...I am much more than that.

RITA
(Looks at Sara)

That had to hurt.

SARA



Judging by the area his foot was and the
radius of the pull...he could have easily

broken her back.

MINA
Wow.

MARY
Maybe you girls should ask him out.

[The girls look at each other actually thinking about it.
Even Sara thinks bout having a boyfriend who can easily
protect them. All of a sudden, everyone except for: Zeus,
David, the four girls, Alex and Darren pass out. They look
around at the people somewhat confused. Zeus and David know

easily what is happening.]
ZEUS

They're back.

SARA
(Looks around)
What happened?

DAVID
THE GREAT DIVAS!

[Two adults in the audience grab Sara. They look like the
guys earlier: big muscles and no eyes. Sara screams in

terror sees that she being grabbed by someone with no eyes.]
MINA

HEY LET HER GO!
[Mina and Rita try breaking the two away from Sara. Rita

sees they have no eyes in their sockets.]
RITA

(Scared)
WOAH! The eyes! THEY HAVE NO EYES!

MARY



Quick, get Sara and lets run!
[Lita runs over as well as Alex and starts hitting the two
adults. Alex gets one to let go. Darren jumps onto the
other adult's back trying to choke him. Alex is with the
first adult, they are grabbing at each other’s throats.

David walks over and bashes Alex's opponent in the back of
the head with his cane. He's unconscious.]

ALEX
(Looks at David)
Talk about handy.

RITA
(Trying to get the other adult to let Sara

go)
Let go of her!

LITA
(Gives the adult a roundhouse kick in a

groin but does nothing)
...NO FREAKIN' WAY!

[Zeus looks over and sees David and Alex leave. Zeus
crutches over to Sara and knocks out the adult with one

good punch. Zeus watches the adult fall and looks to Sara.]

INT. THE TRUTH - NIGHT 

[Darren, the girls and Zeus are sitting down talking. The
students are still out cold.]

ZEUS
So anyway the council of gods reincarnated
you and I sent you to Earth where I simply
left you to good families with no hope of
having children. It seemed the best way to

handle the situation.

DARREN
Why wasn't I given this..."message"?

ZEUS



Darren, I believed after seeing it for
yourself you would understand more instead

of a dream. Besides, you always forgot
your dreams.

LITA
So you've trained us since birth in our

dreams?

ZEUS
Until you were thirteen, then it seemed as
if you didn't believe I even existed. I
just pointed you and Darren to this Dojo.
Since you seemed to be the best of the six

at combat.

MINA
So do we all have like a special skill or
something? Like you said...Lita and Darren

are fighters. Why else would you have
taken this much dedication?

ZEUS
All right well, Sara is good at making a

decent strategy given her given
educational level. Mary with her

leadership qualities. Also you and Rita
with the qualities of following through

with orders.

MINA
Mary's a leader? She can't even tie her

own shoes.

MARY
I can.

ZEUS



Look, I've told you what you need to know.
Now the reason you're all learning this.

There is a war coming.

DARREN
What?

ZEUS
The reason I reincarnated you all is to
keep a man known as Bain from destroying
the Earth. However, he wants you all dead

before hand.

MARY
(Sarcastically)
Nice to know.

ZEUS
One troop at a time he will send with the

main mission of killing you all.

SARA
And then there is nothing to stop them.

But why us?

MINA
Yeah, what's so special about reincarnated

royalty?

ZEUS
You each were given a special..."gift"

upon birth. Well here I'll show you, Sara?
Stick out your arm.

[Sara does so and Zeus takes out some bottled water.]
ZEUS

Now concentrate on this water. Concentrate
hard and focus energy on your hand.



MINA
What is it?

[Sara concentrates hard and all of a sudden a rush of
energy bursts through her hand. She stops it in

surprise...Zeus's whole arm is frozen.]
ZEUS

(Shivering)
Good. Surprisingly good.

[Zeus sends electricity through the ice, making it shatter.]
ZEUS

You see you were each given a gift
involving an element. You, Sara, were on
Mount Olympus named after the god Shiva

who was known for her ice powers.

MINA
Do we have similar gifts?

ZEUS
Mary has light...Rita fire...Lita

lightning...you have wind. I don’t know
how they are used for you. However, in due
time and through practice will you learn.

MARY
Yet you taught Sara in less than five

minutes.

ZEUS
Sara is an intellectual person. It's only
obvious that's how she would use it. The

key is finding where that energy is
stored.

[The students slowly wake up.]
LITA

Oh good the other students are waking up.



[The students open their eyes.... that are missing like the
adults.]

RITA
Oh no.

LITA
...We’re in serious trouble.

[The students stay there somewhat laughing as Jasmine steps
in.]
ZEUS

Jasmine.

JASMINE
That's the name, thanks for getting the
Guardian Forces together that helped so

much.

MARY
Guardian Forces? OH US!

MINA (SARCASTICALLY)
Thank you.

JASMINE
Hello there...Gabriella?

MARY
(Realizes Jasmine's talking to her)
Oh yeah...the god I was named after.

JASMINE
Hi I'm Jasmine. I turned on you all

like...400 years ago for eternal life and
beauty. Plus, get this...I'll the one you
is going to kill you right about now.

[Lita sees the martial arts weapons behind Zeus's desk.]



MARY
Can't we just...get along?

JASMINE
No. Hey can you kill them now? I'm getting

bored.
[The students (About 15 of them in all) walk towards the
Guardian Forces. Sara freezes one student's foot to the

floor. Jasmine looks at Sara.]
JASMINE

Shiva...I missed you. I used to pick on
you so much. Okay fine I'll just kill you

myself.
[Jasmine takes out a samari sword and tosses away the

cover. She charges at Sara swinging away. Sara backs away
screaming.]

ZEUS
(Punches out a possessed student)

Help her!
[Lita runs over and takes a kendo stick and a knife. She
tosses Darren the knife. Jasmine swipes Sara's glasses

clean off her face. Lita nails Jasmine in the back with the
kendo stick; you can feel it as the hit sounds as a bone

broke. Jasmine rolls away holding her back.]
JASMINE
(In pain)

OW!!! Do you have any idea how bad that
hurt?

LITA
Yeah but I'm not sure. Let me try again.

[Sara freezes Jasmine's feet to the ground. Darren and Rita
knock out tons of the students as Mary helps Sara on a

chair and gets her glasses. Sara sees that she froze Lita
not Jasmine.]

JASMINE
Thanks.

[Jasmine puts her blade against Lita's neck and goes back
for a long swipe. Everyone watches in fear as She swings to



hit...Zeus's hand. Zeus stops the blade using his hand
making drip blood faster and faster.]

JASMINE
We warned you Zeus. I did...Damian

did...and the other two did behind your
back. Now you die!

[Jasmine thrusts her blade into Zeus's body.]
LITA

NO!!!!

DARREN
OH MY GOD ZEUS!!!

[Zeus looks in shock as he falls to his knees. In anger,
Darren attacks Jasmine with the knife slashing at her arms.

Jasmine gets away...as the students all pass out again.
Darren tosses the knife onto the ground and yells. Lita is
still stuck in the ice as she cries. Zeus lies down and

dies right there.]

INT. MEDICS ARRIVE - NIGHT 

[An hour later, Lita is outside the Dojo still crying.
Zeus's body is looking like any normal dead human's. Darren

is sitting down by Lita consoling her as the ambulance
arrives and takes Zeus's body.]

DARREN
(Looks at the medics as they get ready to

leave)
Don't worry I'll close everything up.

MINA
(Sitting inside)

He's dead. I can't believe it.

SARA
(Phone starts to ring)



It's my entire fault. I caused it, and now
he's gone. The guy who just told us our
past. I can't help but think how much he

could have helped us.

RITA
(Answers the phone)

Hello? Zeus?

ZEUS
Yes it's me. Put on the speakerphone.

[Lita and Darren hear this and enter as Rita puts on the
speakerphone. Lita looks like she’s been crying.]

RITA
All set.

ZEUS
Thank you...now look, I don't have much
time. There's a book in my desk titled

"Plans and Lessons" everything you need is
there.

LITA
Zeus I'm going to miss you.

ZEUS
Me too...goodbye.

[Connection was cut off...there's even a
voice recording saying it was.]

LITA
(Wipes tears)

How did...he do that?

SARA



(Takes a deep breath)
He may have been given a last request or

something.

LITA
Yeah I've heard of that happening.

[Darren looks through Zeus's desk and pulls out a book.]
DARREN

"Lessons and Plans".

INT. MIDNIGHT - NIGHT 

[Damian and Jasmine are talking in the park. The park is
very dark out due to the night and lack of lights. There
are many trees and bushes and there are a few benches and

hills as well.]
DAMIAN

Congratulations Jasmine on killing Zeus.
This is indeed good news.

JASMINE
I loved it.

DAMIAN
Good...but you said Prince Kain's ancestor

drove you away? Seems like his family
instincts are fueling him now.

JASMINE
This may be trouble, they knew about their
heritage and their abilities. Shiva nearly

froze me to my death.

DAMIAN
(Looks around)

Sh....did you hear something?



[Damian looks through the bushes to see Javel with a smoke
bomb.]
JASMINE

You thinking what I'm thinking?

DAMIAN
Yes...we need more numbers.

[Screen fades to black as Jasmine and Damian smile at an
unknowing Javel.]

FADE OUT.

THE END


